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A Message from Mrs Hewitt
We are coming to the end of term with lots of activities on offer for the children. Unfortunately, we
have been hit with COVID again (staff and children), alongside chickenpox. I hope that the staff,
parents and children who have contracted these illnesses get better very soon.
Year 4 had a wonderful day this week at the Bell boating Regatta. All of the children tried their
best, competing against other teams from local schools. Next week they will be performing their
Leavers’ Play to the school and to their parents. I cannot quite believe that they are soon moving
onto the next stage of their educational journey.
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Cygnets
Goslings
Caterpillars
Dragonflies
Owls
Hedgehogs
Sharks
Dolphins
Jaguars
Tigers

Toby S S – being a kind and caring friend. Rio F M – amazing ball skills in P.E. this week.
Thomas L – persevering with his story writing. Alistair – great attitude and determination
in his work.
Thomas L & Maia M – working hard in all subjects with focus and enthusiasm.
Hollie – good summer writing. Harry – super Maths (money).
Georgia & Anna T – being really focused and determined when doing our sewing this
week.
Amelia C & Jack G – enthusiasm and helping other with their sewing.
Harrison T & Torben S – fantastic volcano poems.
Elodie H – all her amazing hard work throughout the year. Cameron A – consistent hard
work with times tables and spellings.
Mason & Louie – amazing enthusiasm and determination at the Bellboating Regatta
Willow H – being an amazing competitor at the Bellboating Regatta. Anaya – making a
wonderful kite in DT.

ONLINE SAFETY
Huggy Wuggy
Parents are being warned to be extra vigilant over seemingly fun videos that feature a menacing
character with razor-sharp teeth. The animated character goes by the friendly name of Huggy
Wuggy, leading parents and children to believe the videos are aimed at youngsters and contain no
inappropriate material. But the blue bear-like creature chases and threatens other characters in
nightmarish scenarios, leaving many children upset and frightened. The character is from a
survival horror game called Poppy Playtime, but has been made into popular videos which appear
on YouTube and have seemingly slipped through parental controls. The Huggy Wuggy character
has also been recreated on Roblox, a virtual community where users can create their own 3D
worlds with their own game players. The character sings worrying songs about hugging and
killing.

